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ABSTRACT

A degree-k zerotreemodel is presented, in order to quantify
the coding power of zerotrees in wavelet-based image cod-
ing. Based on the model, the coding behaviors of modern
zerotree based image coders are clearly explained. Also,
we explain why the well-known SPIHT algorithm can code
a wider range of zerotrees than EZW.

Experimental results support our idea that higher degree
zerotree coder will have more coding power.

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of most popular modern wavelet image coding
schemes, EZW [1] and SPIHT [2], is performed. While
the reason for different block entropy coding performance
of two schemes was not clearly stated in any literature, we
establish a framework to explain it formally.

Both EZW and SPIHT use the idea of decaying spectral
power density and successive quantization approximation.
For each coding pass of these algorithms, a significance map
is constructed, which contains the significance information
of every coefficient for a given threshold. The threshold
decreases successively for each new pass, enabling the co-
efficients of the largest magnitude to be coded first.

A zerotree is defined on the assumption that if a coef-
ficient is insignificant, it is very likely that its descendants
coefficients are also insignificant. If a coefficient and all of
its descendant coefficients are insignificant (i.e. zero in a
bitplane), a zerotree is found in the EZW. The zerotree in
EZW is simply a tree consisting of all zero values. We de-
note this zerotree asdegree-0 zerotree.

On the other hand, the zerotrees in SPIHT are defined
in a wider sense. It can represent two more classes of ze-
rotrees. The SPIHT algorithm treats a root coefficient and
its corresponding descendants separately. So, the tree with
significant root coefficient and insignificant descendant co-
efficients can be coded by a zerotree symbol. Obviously,
the significant root coefficient is coded separately. We de-
note this class of zerotree to be coded asdegree-1 zerotree
since every coefficient except at the top level is all zeros.

Also, SPIHT can treat indirect descendant coefficients
separately from a root and children coefficients. Thus, the
tree with significant root and children coefficients and in-
significant indirect descendant coefficients can be coded by
a zerotree symbol. Here also, the significant root and chil-
dren coefficients are coded separately. We denote this class
of zerotree to be coded asdegree-2 zerotreesince every co-
efficient except at the top two levels is zero.

Our models of zerotrees are based on their zeroness.
At present, no image coder that codes zerotrees with more
than degree-2 reported. The degree-2 zerotree has been the
maximum degree of zerotree revealed so far and is used
by the SPIHT image compression algorithm. In the view-
point of block entropy coder, the entropy coding power of
zerotree is defined and explained simply. Based on the sug-
gested framework, the possibility of further improvement of
SPIHT or any other zerotree-based algorithm is discussed.

2. ANALYSIS OF EZW AND SPIHT ALGORITHM

In EZW, the two symbols, PS and NS (Positive Significant
and Negative Significant, respectively) represent whether a
certain coefficient is significant, i.e. above a given thresh-
old. Once the coefficient is coded by one of these symbols,
each of the four subtrees emanating from this coefficient
should be probed for their significance separately. Thus, at
least four state symbols necessarily follow, even though all
of four branched descendants are insignificant.

SPIHT has a special syntax to represent this context:
four branched descendants are all insignificant conditioned
that the root node is significant. And the syntax requires
only one symbol, or one bit (output ‘0’ forD(i, j) in the
original article). Another rather complicated syntax is de-
fined to represent the tree having zeros for all descendants
of the four offspring. This also takes only one bit, ‘0’ (out-
put ‘0’ for L(i, j) in the original article). Here is the room
where EZW leaves for further compression, which was first
discovered by the SPIHT algorithm.



3. DEGREE-K ZEROTREE

We establish definitions and theorems regarding the efficacy
of zerotrees, which can formally explain the difference of
zerotree coding power between popular EZW, SPIHT and
possibly other zerotree-based algorithms. Viewing a ze-
rotree as a entropy coding scheme, we classify it into differ-
ent cases depending on the fullness of zeros in each level.
They also tell the possibility of further improvement in com-
pression that uses the zerotrees of wavelet coefficients as in
EZW and SPIHT.

Through all following definitions, theorems, and proofs,
assume that each zerotree is a heighth, t-ary (i.e. havingt
branches), and complete (i.e. full leaves) tree (See Figure
1 (a)). And let us call this tree asource treeor a source
zerotree.

The level0 of a tree indicates the leaf nodes (i.e. the
bottom) and the levelh indicates the root node (i.e. the top).
Note that the level is numbered starting from the bottom
level. Thus, a heighth tree hash + 1 levels, i.e. level0 to
levelh. And letT =

∑h
i=0 ti, i.e. the total number of nodes
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(a) A heighth, t-ary tree (b) degree-0 zerotree

Fig. 1. A heighth, t-ary tree and degree-0 zerotree

Each node of the tree is associated to a binary number
(i.e. 0 or 1) representing significant or not of a wavelet coef-
ficient with respect to a given threshold. Each node value is
the significance of a wavelet coefficient for a given thresh-
old. Representing each node as a random variableX with
values 0 and 1 equally probable, we needN bits to encode
a sequence ofN nodes,X0, X1, · · ·, XN−1. Thus, for a
heightα, t-ary subtree, the required number of bits to code
it is equal to the total number of nodes in the subtree, i.e.
tα−1
t−1 (bits).

Definition 1. For any completek-ary tree with heighth, the
level0 indicating the leaf nodes and the levelh indicating
the root node, if all nodes from the bottom level (i.e. the
level 0) to the level(h − k) have zero values, we call the
tree ‘degree-k zerotree’. In other words, all nodes except
topk levels have zero values in a degree-k zerotree.

So, the degree-0 zerotree is the tree having all zeros.
The zerotree shown in Figure 1 is a degree-0 zerotree. The
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Fig. 2. Degree-1 and degree-2 zerotrees

degree-1 zerotree (shown in Figure 2 (a)) is the tree having
all zeros except the root node. And, the degree-2 zerotree
(shown in Figure 2 (b)) is the tree having all zeros except
the root node and the children nodes of root node.

Table 1 shows how EZW and SPIHT differently code
the degree-1 and degree-2 zerotree sources. As discussed
in [1], the EZW coder has four symbols: PS, NS (Posi-
tive and Negative Significant), ZTR (Zerotree), and IZ (Iso-
lated Zero). The second symbol ‘1’ (bold faced) in SPIHT’s
code for degree-2 example informs that there does not ex-
ist a degree-1 zerotree. The last symbol ‘0’ (bold faced) in
SPIHT’s code for degree-2 example informs that there ex-
ists a degree-2 zerotree. Note that more than 1 bit is required
to code each symbol of EZW without entropy coding.

Table 1. Example of coded symbols generated by EZW and
SPIHT for degree-1 and degree-2 zerotree

EZW SPIHT
degree-1 zerotree PS,ZTR,ZTR,ZTR,ZTR 1,0

in Fig. 2 (a)
degree-2 zerotree PS,ZTR,PS,PS,ZTR, 1,1,0,1,1,0,0

in Fig. 2 (b) IZ,IZ,IZ,IZ,IZ,IZ,IZ,IZ

Now we derive the rule which can be generally applied
to an image coding algorithm based on zerotrees of wavelet
coefficients. Basically, without using a zerotree symbol, a
degree-k zerotree in a heighth, t-ary source tree is coded
by two parts:

1. Non-zero part : Code all symbols from top (root) level
(i.e. levelh) to levelh − k, which are not all zeros.
The number of the symbols is

∑k−1
i=0 ti. By the def-

inition of degree-k zerotree, at least one node from
level h − k is non-zero (i.e. one). These symbols
can be modeled as a sequence of random variables,
i.e. X0, X1, · · ·, X(

∑k−1
i=0 ti)−1. Since 0 and 1 are

assumed to be equally probable,
∑k−1

i=0 ti bits are re-
quired to represent this sequence.

2. Zero part : Code all symbols from levelk to bottom
level (i.e. level0), which are all zeros. The number
of the symbols is

∑h
i=k ti. Since we assumed 0 and



1 are equally probable,
∑h

i=k ti bits are required to
represent this sequence of zeros.

However, if we use a zerotree symbol, the zero part can be
coded by only one symbol.

The number of bits saved by the use of a degree-k ze-
rotree symbol is the number of nodes from levelh − k to
bottom level in the zerotree minus one for the zerotree root
(symbol).

Definition 2. In representing a degree-k zerotree of height
h andt-ary branches, the bit savingsSk by using a degree-k
zerotree symbol is simply:

Sk =
h∑

i=k

ti − 1 =
th+1 − tk

t− 1
− 1 (bits)

Noting thatS0 − S1 = 1 (bits), the difference of bit
savings between degree-0 zerotree and degree-1 zerotree is
only one bit.

Definition 3. A degree-k zerotree coder is a zerotree coder
which can represent all zerotrees with degree-i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k.

By the defintion of ‘degree-k zerotree coder’ above, the
degree-2 zerotree coder, as an example, can code all degree-
0, degree-1, and degree-2 zerotrees. Hence, it is more pow-
erful coder than both degree-0 and degree-1 zerotree (See
Figure 3).

degree-2 zerotree coder

degree-1 zerotree coder

degree-0 zerotree coder

SPIHT

EZW

Fig. 3. Relationship of coding powers among degree-0, 1, 2
zerotree coders

Examples of coded bitstream for degree-0,1,2 zerotree
sources by degree-0, 1, 2 zerotree coders are demonstrated
in Table 2.

Theorem 1. For coding a degree-k1 zerotree source, the
maximum bit savings of degree-k2 zerotree coder from degree-
k1 zerotree coder withk1 < k2 is:

tk2−k1 − 1 (bits).

Proof. Sincek1 < k2, a degree-k1 zerotree coder has less
coding power than a degree-k2 zerotree coder. Thus, a degree-
k1 zerotree coder rooted at top levelh cannot represent the
degree-k2 zerotree. Instead, by having the roots of degree-
k1 zerotree coders at levelh−(k2−k1), a degree-k2 zerotree

Table 2. Example of coded bitstream by degree-0, 1, 2 ze-
rotree coders (Thedi means degree-i. The0i or 1i indicates
the occurrence of degree-i zerotree,0i for no and1i for yes.
Thed0, d1, d2 source zerotrees correspond to Figures 1(b),
2(a), and 2(b), respectively.)

source zerotree
zerotree coder d0 d1 d2

d0 coder 00 10100000000 1010010100000000

1010000000000

d1 coder 00 10101 10100101011010100

d2 coder 00 10101 10111020110

can be represented by degree-k1 zerotree coders. The num-
ber of these degree-k1 zerotree coders minus one equals the
bit savings since each additional zerotree coder will occupy
one more symbol.

If k1 = 0, degree-0 zerotrees rooted at levelh − k2 are
coded by degree-0 zerotree coders rooted at levelh − k2.
Similarly, if k1 = 1, degree-1 zerotrees rooted at levelh −
k2− 1 are coded by degree-0 zerotree coders rooted at level
h− k2 − 1. In this way, degree-k1 zerotrees rooted at level
h− k2− k1 are coded by degree-0 zerotree coders rooted at
levelh− k2− k1. The numbers of these additional zerotree
coders rooted at levelh − k2 − i, i = 0, 1, k1, for each
case above are simply:tk2 , tk2−1, andtk2−k1 , respectively.
Figure 4 shows that a degree-k2 zerotree is coded bytk2−k1

degree-k1 zerotree coders (shaded part).

level h
level h-1
level h-k1

level h-k2

a degree-k2
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Fig. 4. A degree-k2 zerotree coded bytk2−k1 degree-k1

zerotree coders

From the above definitions and theorems, our analysis
on the performance difference between EZW and SPIHT is:
EZW algorithm is only using degree-0 zerotrees, while SPIHT
is using degree-1 and degree-2 zerotrees as well. The re-
lationship of coding powers between EZW and SPIHT is
shown in Figure 3. TheD(i, j) of type A or B in SPIHT
correspond to the occurrence of degree-1 or degree-2 ze-
rotrees, respectively.



Ideally, if we found higher degree zerotree coder, i.e.
degree-m, m > 2, better coding performance would be
expected. The hurdle for this, however, is the increased
complexity in the implementation of the set partitioning en-
gine. Also, since the number of wavelet decompositions, or
equivalently the height of a spatial orientation tree, is usu-
ally not more than 5∼ 7, zerotrees of degree greater than 2
seldom occur. The authors leave the proof of this claim as
an open problem.

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Tables 3 and 4 show the distribution of degree-1 and degree-
2 zerotrees coded in SPIHT, for the 512× 512 Lenna at
1.0 bpp with 8 levels of wavelet decomposition. Each entry
indicates the number of zerotrees for the specific bitplane
and zerotree height. The bottom level of every zerotree is
located at the highest resolution subbands, i.e. resolution
level 0 which is not shown in both Tables 3 and 4. Note
that bitplane 12 is MSB and bitplane 0 is LSB. The bit-
planei represents the significance map with threshold2i.
In fact, the height of a zerotree equals the resolution level
of the zerotree root, for 0 being the highest resolution and 8
being the lowest resolution. For the Lenna image, the min-
imum threshold for the bitrate 1.0 bpp is22 = 4, which
corresponds to bitplane 2. Thus, the two least insignificant
bitplanes 0 and 1 are not coded.

An important observation is that the occurrence of degree-
2 zerotrees is as frequent as that of degree-1 zerotrees, as
shown in Tables 3 and 4. This proves the idea that degree-2
zerotree coder is superior to degree-1 zerotree coder since
degree-2 zerotree coder can directly encode degree-2 ze-
rotree with just one symbol which degree-1 zerotree coder
will need three more symbols to represent degree-2 zerotree
for 4-ary source tree (i.e. quadtree). From this example,
it is certain that the higher degree zerotree coder is more
powerful since there apparently exist higher degree zerotree
sources.

The trends of zerotree behaviour at lower bitrates (i.e.
< 1.0 bpp) will be very similar since the less significant
bitplanes are simply not coded at lower rates coding.

5. CONCLUSION

We have tried to quantify the coding power of zerotrees of
wavelet coefficients. Adegree-k zerotreemeans the tree
with all zero values except topk levels. And thedegree-k
zerotree codermeans the source tree coder which can en-
code degree-i zerotrees,0 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus, the higher degree
zerotree coder will have more coding power.

Based on this model, we classify the popular image coders
EZW and SPIHT as examples, and this leads to an answer to
the question of why SPIHT is better than EZW. It is because

Table 3. Distribution of degree-1 zerotrees in Lenna coded
by SPIHT, decomposition level = 8

Height of zerotree
(i.e. resolution level of zerotree root)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
bitplane 12 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
bitplane 11 0 3 8 0 0 0 0 0
bitplane 10 0 0 20 19 0 0 0 0
bitplane 9 0 0 14 44 35 0 0 0
bitplane 8 0 0 7 49 152 62 3 0
bitplane 7 0 0 4 31 218 374 98 0
bitplane 6 0 0 2 19 175 599 689 12
bitplane 5 0 0 0 9 141 609 1380 678
bitplane 4 0 0 0 2 89 605 1800 2442
bitplane 3 0 0 0 0 16 482 2465 6885
bitplane 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 78 299
bitplane 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bitplane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4. Distribution of degree-2 zerotrees in Lenna coded
by SPIHT, decomposition level = 8

Height of zerotree
(i.e. resolution level of zerotree root)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
bitplane 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
bitplane 11 1 3 4 0 0 0 0 0
bitplane 10 0 3 13 5 0 0 0 0
bitplane 9 0 0 19 34 13 0 0 0
bitplane 8 0 0 7 43 86 25 1 0
bitplane 7 0 0 2 18 146 232 38 0
bitplane 6 0 0 2 15 119 403 451 0
bitplane 5 0 0 3 7 103 480 1180 0
bitplane 4 0 0 0 4 82 500 1879 0
bitplane 3 0 0 0 0 36 377 2229 0
bitplane 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 40 0
bitplane 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bitplane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EZW is a degree-0 zerotree coder and SPIHT is a degree-2
zerotree coder. SPIHT can encode degree-1 or 2 zerotrees
by one symbol for each, while EZW will need three more
symbols for each SPIHT symbol.
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